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Standard Meat Company (SMC) is a
pioneer in the meat packaging
industry. Founded in 1935 in Fort
Worth, Texas, U.S., the company was
established to service restaurants and
hotels solely in the Dallas/Fort Worth
area. Today, SMC supplies national
and international restaurant chains
(including casual, quick-service and
fast-casual restaurants), major
supermarkets, and club stores with
customized beef, pork, and poultry
processing and packaging solutions.

To maintain the security of the company’s IT systems and sensitive data, such as HR
information and financial data related to customer orders, the IT team needed to gain
visibility into activity across the IT environment, especially in the file servers, where critical
data resides. Additionally, keeping an eye on the Domain Admins group was of particular
concern, since the actions of members of this group, either malicious or accidental, could
affect the security of critical assets and network availability. Failure to secure the IT
environment would put SMC at serious risk for reputational damage and loss of market
share.

KEY BENEFITS
Minimized the risk of data breaches
Established control over privileged users
Reduced the attack surface

NETWRIX SOLUTION
Jeremy Baldwin, system and network administrator at SMC, explained his choice of Netwrix
Auditor in the following way: “I liked its easy-to-use interface and seamless deployment
process. I also showed my boss what we are now capable of, and he especially liked the
reports on file permissions, which are so critical for us. The alerting part was great as well.”
Jeremy shared the results he has achieved using Netwrix Auditor for less than a year:
Insights into file server activity and permissions. The software provides Jeremy an
overview of all file server activity, both failed and successful, so no malicious actions will be
overlooked. He highlighted, “If a user tries to do something he is not authorized to, for
instance, access certain folders, we will detect it the same day and quickly take action, since
it is a sign that his account is probably hacked.” In addition, Jeremy’s most favorite feature —
reporting on excessive permissions — enabled him to spot unnecessary access rights and
revoke them. “Thus, we secured our file servers for the business smoothly, without affecting
our users,” he said.

Learn more about Netwrix Auditor

Netwrix Auditor has been a critical asset to
our system. It saves us at least 8 hours per
week, since we do not have to hunt through
logs on the Active Directory server or
constantly check file server permissions

Increased accountability of privileged users. “Watching after domain admins is critical
for us, because they have the keys to the kingdom. Without visibility, it is almost impossible
to know that these accounts are compromised until their actions result in a breach or
downtime,” Jeremy said. Netwrix Auditor alerts him on changes to Domain Admins group
membership and also provides summary reports on all Active Directory and VMware
changes, so now he can easily keep privileged accounts under 24/7 surveillance.

anymore. Now I spend just 10–15 minutes a

Mitigated threat of ex-employees. The report on logon activity showed Jeremy that a
number of users had been inactive for almost a year. He confronted HR with this
information and found out that they were forgetting to ask IT to disable the accounts of
terminated employees. “Having ex-employees with active accounts is a huge threat. This
may result in a data breach or data tampering, and put the company the wrong direction.
Netwrix Auditor helps us to correlate current and terminated employees, so we can reach
out to the HR department in case they do not notify us,” Jeremy said.

that we are in control of our systems and

day to make sure that the network and data
are secure. The software also provides a
good platform for reporting, not only to my
manager, but also to upper management
and stakeholders, so we can demonstrate
everything is secured as needed.
Jeremy Baldwin,
System & Network Administrator,
Standard Meat Company

